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Abstract
Mementoes act as emotional companions that anchor stories. Older adults typically have a rich knowledge of family mementoes.
However, storytelling and preservation of mementoes are still problematic for them: their mementoes are still mostly in physical
format, which is difficult to share and preserve. Additionally, digital applications and websites for sharing mementoes usually are
inaccessible for them. As a result, they spend much time collecting mementoes, but spend less time on telling and recording the
related stories. In response to this, we report our study driven by the research questions:Rq1:What are the characteristics of older
adults’ intergenerational memento storytelling? And Rq2: In which ways could a tangible display facilitate intergenerational
memento storytelling for older adults? We designed a tangible device named Slots-Memento. We first conducted a preliminary
evaluation to refine the prototype. In the field study, eight pairs of participants (each pair consisting of an older adult and his/her
child) were recruited to use the prototype for around 1 week. Semi-structured interviews were then conducted both with the older
adults and their children. Subsequently, mementoes collected were categorized and analyzed. Stories collected were firstly
transcribed, then were conducted with structural and interactional analysis. In the concluding discussion, we present abstract
implications for the research questions: two tables summarizing characteristics of their intergenerational memento storytelling,
and related strategies of designing a tangible display individually.
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1 Introduction

Mementoes are objects kept as a reminder of people, places,
and experiences. They carry personal symbolic meaning and
could be used to privately reflect on the past or share memo-
ries [1]. Older adults typically have a rich knowledge of family
mementoes, which are highly valued, and support different
types of family stories and recollections [2]. Therefore, when
the same object was mentioned by young and old, the young
connected to it actively, older people contemplatively [3].
Traditionally speaking, mementoes are physical, and sitting
together to communicate face-to-face is the most common
way to share mementoes [4]. As technology advances, me-
mentoes (especially photos) are increasingly becoming digital

[1]. Services for sharing mementoes are plentiful: from send-
ing e-mail to other online applications. Now, we have many
opportunities to share mementoes even with people at a
distance.

However, sharing mementoes is still problematic for older
adults, especially for those living in a nursing home. The first
reason is the transition from print to digital media has pro-
voked a generational shift in the curation of memories from
physical copies to digital storage mediums. Despite that the
young generation has become “Flickr Generation,” handling
digital content, most older adults are still so-called Kodak
Generation [5], maintaining print photo albums and physical
mementoes, which are hard to share and preserve. Second,
digital storytelling and online oral history platforms, such as
StoryCorps or LegacyStories.org, have been gaining
popularity as technology-mediated ways to record family
memories. However, our target group is aged, non-tech-
savvy people. Internet and social media use drop off signifi-
cantly for people age 75 and older [6]—even for the
Netherlands is a country with high levels of general Internet
diffusion, only around 30% of over-75-year-old had a tablet or
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smartphones [7, 8]. Currently, most interfaces are designed to
support younger users. However, this group of older adults is
still disconnected from the mainstream social circles due to
lack of technology and devices that resonate with them [9].
Third, currently, passing around stacks of paper photographs
while sitting around a table seemingly is the only way for
older adults to share mementoes, whereas they do not have
many such opportunities because they live separately from
their children. Dying people hope they will be remembered.
However, when death occurs, survivors are left with bundles
of images, materials, and objects of the deceased [10], and
stories behind mementoes vanish with their owners.

In response to this, we present our study, driven by the
research questions: Rq1-What are the characteristics of older
adults’ intergenerational memento storytelling? And Rq2-In
which ways could a tangible display facilitate intergeneration-
al memento storytelling for older adults? The research ques-
tions are answered by the implementation of a tangible display
prototype, mementoes and story analysis, and their using
reflections.

The contributions and features of this paper are as follows.
First, we see memento sharing a cooperation process that both
the storytellers and listeners should actively involve. We par-
ticularly investigate and answer how the young generation
could participate: they are not only the audiences of the sto-
ryteller (older adults), but also on the memory trigger provider,
acting as “filter” and “selector” of mementoes. Second, we
focus not only on the mementoes themselves, but also on the
behind stories. To answerRq1, we analyze the stories by struc-
tural and interactional analysis. The structural analysis helps
us to summarize four story structural types, with different
narrative patterns, from plenty of stories. The interactional
analysis concludes the two features of sharing mementoes
face-to-face. Third, to answer Rq2, a framework is construct-
ed, which break the intergenerational memento storytelling
into four processes: trigger, telling, sharing, and curating.
We then propose related design considerations based on this
framework. Figure 1 shows the paper structure.

2 Related work

Memento is a research topic that receives attention from di-
verse perspectives. This is a multidisciplinary area, and we
focus on the literature in the HCI area. For clarity, we organize
them into two sub-sections, scope, and functions of memen-
toes, focusing on theoretical aspects, and ethnographic studies
and applications, focusing on practical aspects.

2.1 Scope and functions of memento

Memento is defined as an object given or deliberately
kept as a reminder of a person, place or event [11]. The
orientation towards objects can be sources of the self,
relational intimacy, and social integration [12].
Mementoes, such as keepsakes, postcards, souvenirs,
trinkets, and other similar items as physical objects,
symbolize and evoke memories, associations, and
stories. Photos are also mementoes, allowing memories
to be shared across time, place, and people [13]. Now
mementoes (especially photos) are increasingly becom-
ing digital, replacing traditional physical forms such as
paper documents, letters, etc. [14]. From the perspective
of mementoes themselves, they play an essential role as
triggers for personal memory. Recalling memories of
mementoes is a process of reminiscence, which im-
proves psychological well-being and helps older adults
find meaning in their life [15]. From a social perspec-
tive, stories told by older adults create meaning beyond
the individual and provide a sense of self through his-
torical time and in relation to family members, and thus
may facilitate positive identity [16]. From a broader
perspective, mementoes and related stories are an essen-
tial part of identity preservation. Preserving legacy, shar-
ing narratives of events and experiences are the key
motivations for families to take photos and display them
at home [17].

Fig. 1 Paper structure
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2.2 Memento practices

There are some ethnographic studies on physical mementoes.
Daniela Petrelli et al. report a fieldwork study, describing how
and why particular objects become mementoes [11]. Similarly,
DavidKirk et al. explorewhy and how those objects are kept and
archived within the home [18]. Both of these two studies’ re-
search method is conducting family tours and interviews in the
participants’ homes. As mentioned, memento is a broad concept.
Therefore, different types of mementoes are investigated:
Richard Banks et al.’s study focuses on heirlooms, and they
investigated the role technology played as part of the process of
inheritance [19]. More studies focus on photos: Chalfen et al.
acknowledge the central role of film photography in family rep-
resentation and draws attention to how familial and domestic
conventions are reproduced through its tools and practices [20].
Swan and Taylor’s related field study points out that photo dis-
plays play into the shaping of a moral character to the home [21].
As mementoes are increasingly becoming digital, some field-
work looks at characterizing and comparing physical and digital
mementoes in the home [2]. Connie Golsteijn et al. further in-
vestigated howwe perceive physical and digital objects, and their
advantages and disadvantages [22].

Regarding applications designing for mementoes, some aim
at building links between physical mementoes and related au-
dios, which are mostly based on barcodes and RFID technology.
“MEMENTO,” an interface that can support the creation of
scrapbooks that are both digital and physical in forms [23], a
tagging service that provides means to link stories to objects
via QR codes and RFID tags [24]. However, current applications
focus more on digital mementoes, which could be generalized
into the following aspects: first, capturing personal mementoes,
which is the so-called lifelogging, aiming to benefit from the
advantages of digitally storing memory cues by aiming for “total
recall” [25]. The captured data types are various, from pictures
[26], sound [27], to videos [28]. The forms of applications are
also varied, ranging from tangible devices to wearable devices
[29]. Second, organizing and archiving personal mementoes.
Given the temptation to capture as much as possible results in
vast personal collections scattered over disparate sources [1],
applications mostly employ interactive devices, such as an inter-
active multi-touch tabletop [30], and a projector [31], both
aiming to better organizing and retrieving personal digital con-
tent. Third, displaying and sharing personal mementoes, which
are themost relevant direction to our study, andwill be highlight-
ed in this section.

This research direction is based on the fact that people display
photos in their homes to share narratives and stimulate social
interactions [17]. Most related applications are used within the
context of family, aiming at facilitating conversationswithin fam-
ily members, whose audiences are nuclear families. Some are in
the form of smart/interactive frames. For instance, “Photoswitch”
is a digital photo display device with purposefully simple

functions to provoke discussion within family members [32],
and “Cherish System,” a smart digital photo frames aiding family
members social interaction [17]. Others such as an interactive
table supporting browsing, sorting, and sharing digital images
[33], and a tool that is aiming the use of digital mementoes by
using earlier social media posts as emailed prompts for reminisc-
ing [34]. Since these applications are focusing on digital content,
their fundamental design guideline is to enable digital content
more accessible through designing devices that merge interactiv-
ity of physical objects with digital content.

2.3 Storytelling and intergenerational communication

Regarding storytelling, Jasmine Jones et al. interviewed 21
people in “teller (older adults)” or “listener (young adults)”
generations in their respective families, aiming to understand
how memories were conveyed to future generations through
family stories [35]. Some research and applications focus on
the dementia group. For example, “Traumreise” explores how
tangible objects integrating multisensory digital media could
stimulate dementia people to tell stories [36].

Regarding family communication area, several interactive
products and systems have been proposed to support commu-
nication in families. There are applications supporting co-
present sharing, for example, “Cueb” is a set of interactive
digital photo cubes with which parents and teenagers can ex-
plore individual and shared experiences and are triggered to
exchange stories [37]. For the family members over a dis-
tance, Tejinder K. Judge et al. explore how families would
make use of a video system that permitted sharing everyday
life over extended periods between multiple locations. There
are studies focusing on enhancing communication within re-
mote family members through sharing photos [38, 39], and
there are also applications aiming to strengthen family con-
nectivity through ambient awareness [40]. Another study ex-
plores how older adults’ favorite objects (for example, kettle
and tea box) could be augmented to help them to connect with
adult children living remotely [41]. We found most applica-
tions for non-tech-savvy older adults adopt tangible interface,
which proved to have potential to improve older adults’ tech-
nology acceptance. We also use the tangible interface in our
research prototype.

Given that one of the most precious characteristics of older
adults is their memory of events, people, and places during
their childhood and adolescence [42], older adults could be
deemed as story content producers. Jenny Waycott et al. fur-
ther investigate the nature and role of digital content that has
been created by older adults in the nursing home, for the
purpose of forging new relationships. Their findings demon-
strate that older adults are willing to express themselves crea-
tively through digital content production [9]. We build on this
idea and extend it into intergenerational memento story
sharing.
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2.4 Research gap and contribution over previous work

First, through retrieving the definition of memento, we find it
a broad concept, and literature has investigated how and why
particular objects become mementoes. In other words, previ-
ous work pays more attention to mementoes themselves, and
behind stories are ignored. Second, little research and design
have been particularly paid to senior users. HCI researchers
give more attention to personal digital content, while memen-
toes of older adults are mostly in physical format. Third, cur-
rently, most applications related to sharing mementoes are
mostly co-present sharing, which is used within the context
of nuclear families, that all the family members live together.

In this study, first, we focus on both the mementoes and the
behind representations. We analyze the stories by structural
and interactional analysis. The structural analysis helps us to
summarize four story structural types, with different narrative
patterns. Second, we focus on the older adults in nursing
homes, who are living separately from their children. Third,
we build on the idea that older adults act as story producers,
and the younger generation’s role is further highlighted in our
study. Our study investigates what roles could their children
play in the memento storytelling of the older adults: they are
not only the audiences of the storyteller (older adults), but also
be the memory trigger (mementoes) provider, acting as “filter”
and “selector” of mementoes. Finally, we construct an inter-
generational memento storytelling framework, which breaks
the intergenerational memento storytelling into four process-
es: trigger, telling, sharing, and curating.

3 Design intervention

3.1 Prototype: Slots-memento

Research prototype in this paper is based on our previous
work [43], whose design process is shown in Fig. 2.

The initial prototype was refined after preliminary evalua-
tion, and the final prototype is shown in Fig. 3. It includes a
tangible device and a flash disk, integrating functions of me-
mento photo displaying and story recording. Its interaction
and form draw inspiration from slots-machine. The user could
pull down/up the handle to switch memento photos and press
the button to record stories. The handle operation could offer a

more intuitive and enjoyable using experience to this non-
tech-savvy user group, as was verified during preliminary
evaluation.

Appearance and display interfaces Its outlining shape is
round-cornered, evoking an approachable and ergonomic de-
sign. The L-shaped appearance makes the display easy to see,
and buttons easy to press. The portable dimension also makes
it easy to carry (L = 22 cm, W = 11 cm, H = 17 cm). A 7-in.
display and a microphone are arranged on the upside, and a
button is on the front side. The lever is positioned on the right
side. The main body is made of porcelain white acrylic, and
part of it is covered with wood-grained paper, making it look
slightly old-fashioned, which is in line with the older adults’
esthetic taste.

It contains two display interfaces: the Photo Interface and
Recording Interface. Vintage style is also applied in both the
interface elements and fonts. Considering the fading eyesight
of older adults, bold and huge fonts are used. There are usage
tips at the bottom: note: press “REC/STOP button before/after
recording.” The Photo Interface displays one specific memen-
to photo, which could be switched to the next/previous photo
by pulling down/pushing up the handle. It will be switched to
Recoding Interface when pressing the REC/STOP button, in
which a dynamic recording icon and timer widget are placed
to provide real-time feedback.

The flash disk is used to store memento photos and story
audios, and it is embedded in a Medium-density fibreboard
(MDF)-made shell. Our original plan was to make the data
transmission wireless. For example, sending them in the forms
of emails to the young. However, the audios and image files
recorded by Raspberry Pi were too large to make the sending
process stable. Using flash disk is actually a trade-off consid-
ering the stability of the prototype running.

Hardware It consists of a Raspberry Pi, a 7-in. display, a joy-
stick, lever, portable battery, microphone, audio adapter, and a
button (Fig. 3). Raspberry Pi 2 Model B is chosen as the
hardware platform, and Joystick USB Encoder board is the
medium to connect Raspberry Pi and joystick. The lever is 3D
printed, which could fit into the joystick component.
Assembly of microphone and sound-card provides audio in-
put, and the LCD Screen is graphical output. A power bank
powers the prototype.

Fig. 2 Design process of our research prototype
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4 Field study

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Procedure and method

We recruited eight pairs of participants (each pair consisted of an
old adult and his/her children). The older adults were from two
nursing homes in the Netherlands. During the weeklong

deployment, interviews were conducted at the beginning and
the end. Three same prototypes were made, and each set was
provided with a paper instruction for use. The basis for providing
paper manuals is that older adults in the nursing home relied
heavily on paper and preferred physical interaction, which is
found in the pre-study interview. The instructions in paper man-
uals are static, which matched their learning style. Detailed pro-
cedure is shown in Fig. 4. In step 1, we first introduced the
research purpose and process. We then explained the concept of

Fig. 3 Appearance, interfaces, hardware, buttons, flash disk, using procedure, using scenario
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“memento” to the participants and gave them some example pic-
tures of mementoes (souvenirs, albums, paintings, etc.). We then
asked them to sign formal consent forms. In step 2, the pre-study
interview was conducted, consisting of a guided tour and a semi-
structured interview. In step 3, we showed them the prototype and
usage scenarios and gave them a short hands-on tutorial on how
to use. Then each pair used the prototype for around 1 week. We
did not set the minimum/maximum number of captured memen-
toes for each pair of participants. However, we did encourage
them to capture as many as possible. We also did not set the
restriction of who chose the mementoes. In most cases, the young
chose mementoes to ask the older adults.While if the older adults
had a strong desire to share some mementoes, they asked his/her
child to capture those mementoes. The reasonability of our de-
ployment duration was twofold. First, it is based on related liter-
ature [44]. Second, we collected a sufficient quantity of memen-
toes and stories during the weeklong deployment, and 1 week
was adequate to determine if the prototype was accepted by the
participants. In step 4, we conducted the post-study interview. The
primary source of evidence in our analysis included photo records
of mementoes gathered in their homes, audio records kept of all
interviews with participants, as well as the handwritten notes,
which were taken during the interviews and guided tour. All
names and data reported in this paper have been anonymized,
and we restricted access to the data to our research team only.
We also made small edits in part of the quotes for clarity.

4.1.2 Interview data analysis

Grounded theory techniques [45] were adopted to analyze the
interview data, so as to allow themes to emerge from them in a
bottom-up manner. The basis for we adopt this method was
because of the wide and open-ended nature of the interview
content. Interview transcriptions of each participant (senior
and young) were coded, respectively. We have provided an
example coding process in Table 1. In the Initial coding, we
remain open to find whatever theoretical possibilities we
could discern from the raw data. While in the Focused coding,
we chose a set of central codes from the dataset, which finally
result in the identification of themes.

4.1.3 Participants

Older participants were recruited by the caregivers’ recom-
mendations in nursing homes. Our recruiting criteria were as

follows: first, no significant physical impairments (including
cognitive impairments such as dementia and Alzheimer); sec-
ond, own a certain number of mementoes and are willing to
share them for research purposes, on an anonymous basis. The
older participants spanned a range of previous occupations
(nurse, teacher, etc.) and ages (ranged from 73 to 87), provid-
ing a range of perspectives. As we aim to deem the older
adults as memento story producers, we only provided demo-
graphic information of the older adults and their children.
Their descriptions (Appendix Table 5) cover the following
aspects: basic information (age, previous job, marriage status),
familiarity with technology, habits of keeping family memen-
toes, interests, and their intergenerational connections.
According to our investigation, older adults in the nursing
home are highly representative of “Kodak Culture” photogra-
phy, as opposed to users heavily focused on online communi-
ties [46].

4.1.4 Pre-study and post-study interview

The pre-study interviews allowed us to understand how they
currently share, manage, and preserve mementoes, which
were held in the participants’ homes, allowing them to de-
scribe their routines for memento storage and sharing in con-
text. It consisted of a guided tour and a semi-structured inter-
view. In the guided tour, we asked them to arrange a brief
guided tour of their homes, aiming to examine their memen-
toes for displaying and stored in hidden places. With their
permissions, we entered their rooms (excluding private or in-
accessible rooms), and we took photographs and notes. We
then conducted interviews, and topics are shown in the
Appendix Table 11. While the post-study interview aimed at
asking them to reflect on their use of prototype, and topics are
shown in the Appendix Table 12.

4.2 Findings of pre-study: current memento
storytelling situation

4.2.1 Background information: familiarity with technology
and connecting with children

Older adults in nursing home acquired information still mainly
by traditional tools: newspapers, magazines, TV, etc. Apart
from the youngest older participant who had an iPad and used
it to browse news, watch videos, and play simple games, the

Fig. 4 Field study procedure
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rest did not use computers or smartphones, which was in line
with [47]. They had regular contact with their children, who
visited them regularly, and frequency ranged from once a
week to once a month, and the duration of each visit was 2–
4 h. Despite regular visiting, they wanted more. However,
their children’s busy work hindered the connection: “I hope
they could visit me more, but they are too busy.—P7, F”
“When they visit me, sometimes we have dinner together. It
is the coziest moment, and I like that.—P2, M” They typically
connected by telephone, but they called their children only
when in special and urgent situations (festivals, diseases,
etc.): “I don’t call my children very often because I don’t want
to disturb them, they have to work after all.—P4, F” Children
were nearly the only people that older adults could really tell
personal things to: “I would like to share personal things with
my children and close friends. These were very private. I don’t
want to share with others, nor do I think they are interested
in.—P3, F.”

4.2.2 The young showed interests in family mementoes,
providing potential for our research

Most of the young stated they were interested in their parents/
grandparents’ mementoes. They knew some mementoes, but
they knew little about the behind stories: “Before my mother
moved to the nursing home, some of her belongings weremoved
to my home. I am curious when organizing them.” However, in
most cases, older adults’mementoes were seemingly ignored by
their children, and they realized its importance only when the
older adults passed away: “It was only when my father passed

away that I realized I didn’t know too much about him. I spent a
whole week going through his belongings. I found some photos
that I never saw before, and I scanned them.”

4.2.3 What mementoes did the older adults keep?

Object Forms of their objects were various: souvenir, artifact,
trophy, sculpture, and so forth (Fig. 5a) The sources were also
various: inheriting from parents, gifts from friends, artifacts of
special meaning, souvenirs from traveling, and even artifacts
made by themselves, and so forth. However, since most older
adults moved home multiple times, some of their artifacts
were discarded, or given to their children. Therefore, only a
part that was lightweight or precious were still in their posses-
sion. Also, rooms in nursing homes were too small to hold all
their belongings.

Photo Their photos were also mostly in physical formats, and
they all kept serval albums. Compared with artifacts, photos
were more space-saving. Therefore, of all their mementoes,
photoswere the most that older adults kept. Apart from a small
part that were displayed, most were stored in albums, enve-
lopes, and boxes (also found in [4]). We also found the older
the photos, the rarer. This was because decades ago, the cam-
era was not as easy to be accessible as now (Fig. 5e). As such,
photos of that time were more formal, which was used to
preserve for momentous occasions, such as weddings and
family portraits. Except one participant left his photos unsort-
ed, the others carefully organized their photos. The albums
were of different themes, such as family, traveling, marriage,

Table 1 Example coding process

Raw data Initial coding Focused coding Theme

Q: How many children do you have?
A: I have three. The oldest one is already retired. She is also a

nurse. The oldest son is unemployed, he used to be ING
Bank service engineer, eh, Pathetic, but he is not idle. He
has a part-time job. My youngest son, he came yesterday.

She has three children with different jobs She has regular
contact with
children (visiting
and call)

Older adults’
connections
with her
children

Q: Where do they live?
A: All of them are in the Netherlands but outside of XXX. Only

the youngest one is in this city, the one with the red cap. He
came here yesterday because I called him. He can always
come. He’s fifty, but I regard him still as a small child.

Two children live outside of her city, except
the youngest son, and he comes often

She does not want to
disturb children

Q: How often do you see your children?
A: I have no quarrel with my children. So, um, I see them

regularly. Usually, at someone’s birthday, we are gathered
together. On my birthday or Mother’s Day or so, they all
come here. But other times, they do not come at the same
time. They come regularly, but not often. Because they
work, eh, and they also have their families, eh. One
grandchild lives far away. He is studying in Spain.

Their children visit her regularly, and she
has family reunions at festivals. One
grandchild studies abroad

Q: Do you also call them regularly?
A: Yes, if it is needed. Because they work, I call them not so

often. Because I’m going to disturb them, eh, if they sit in
the office.

She calls children if necessary, but she does
not want to bother them.
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etc., and photos inside were generally arranged in chronolog-
ical order: “When we were young, every year we had three
weeks outside for travelling. I organized the photos in differ-
ent albums. I used to spend lots of time on it. It cost too much
time. —P5. F” Some older participants needed to refer to the
time-stamps to recall memories, which were important clues
to recall and search. Some participants added notes, theme
tags, or dates on the photo, and one even taped related objects
to the photos, such as a piece of rock from the scenic spots,
local candy sticks, and maps. In this sense, the affordances
that albums provided were not just collections of photos, but
carriers of his/her memories (Fig. 5d).

Paper documents Their paper documents included postcard,
letter, certificate, map, and so forth. The certificates and maps
were mostly displayed. Postcards and letters were mostly
tucked away in storage, either because they were hard to dis-
play, or because they were too private (Fig. 5b).

4.2.4 Where did they locate their mementoes?

Overall, mementoes that were a long time ago were located in
storage rooms,while unique and privatemementoeswere located
in the bedroom,whilemore recent mementoes were placed in the
study room and living room, which were more accessible.
Consistent with previous research [2], we found apart from a
fraction were placed on display throughout the home in both
formal and informal locations, such as hanging on the wall,
displaying on table and shelf, etc., most were stored in hidden
places (drawer, closet, shelf, cabinets) (Fig. 5c).

First are mementoes for display. Although decoration styles
varied in their homes, they all had a small part of mementoes
displayed. For example, photos hanging on the wall, artifacts
on shelf and table, etc. Either because the mementoes associ-
ated with special meaning (family photos, special gift, favorite
inscription, etc.) or because of their artistic values: “These are
fish, and I put them here. My daughter bought them for me
because she knows I am Pisces.” —P1, F. “Well. For that
painting, I just find it beautiful, and that’s why I hang it there,
nothing more.” —P6, M.

Second, mementoes stored in hidden places were out of
their sights, which made older adults seldom revisited them,
not to mention share them with others (Fig. 5c). The older
adults gradually forgot them, and that was why the partici-
pants showed great surprise when some mementoes were
rediscovered in the field study. They mentioned that the pri-
mary cause of storing mementoes was space constraints.

4.2.5 In which situations did they share mementoes with their
children?

First, mementoes for displaying raised conversations occa-
sionally. They were easily noticeable, which effortlessly

evoked conversations with guests. However, this happened
only when family members or friends came for visits, which
was occasionally and accidental: “Some people come, they
see photos of my family, and they would ask: oh, that’s your
wife? I will say yes, and start talking my dead wife.—P2, M”
Second, only one older participant sometimes said in holidays,
the whole family would sit together to look through albums
together: “When on holidays, we took out albums and talk
about the past, but that happens not often.”—P5, M

4.2.6 What problems did they encounter when sharing
memento stories?

First, mementoes for displaying did not fully support per-
sonal reminiscence. We thought they were noticeable and
could support personal reminiscence. Nevertheless, they
stated that those mementoes in home environment were
so familiar that they often could not realize their presence.
Second, they seemingly ignored mementoes sharing and
storytelling. During our interview, when the mementoes
were rediscovered, they were excited and naturally im-
mersed in recalling. Despite that they would like to recall,
they rarely had chances to talk about the mementoes spe-
cifically and deliberately in daily lives, nor did their chil-
dren ask about that: “I don’t talk about them often, nor do
my children ask. Maybe when I am almost dying, they
could realize it is time to remember his mother ’s
stuff.”—P6, F. Distance also hampered the memento story
sharing: “Visiting time is short, so we so we couldn’t
make time for talking about her photos and souvenirs.”
Lastly, the older adults worried that their children might
be not interested in their mementoes.

4.2.7 Other: older adults had the desire and demand
for preserving lives

Older adults hoped their lives could be remembered. For ex-
ample, one older participant had filmed a video to document
his life: “I recorded a DVD to tell my life. So when I pass
away, my children don’t have to do anything, they just need to
play it, that’s all.” —P2, M One older participant had made a
brief biographical note, in case their children wanted to know
him when he passes away. Another older participant had
scanned some of the photos.

4.3 Findings of post-study interview

4.3.1 Their feelings and opinions on the prototype

Regarding the senior users, they thought Slots-Memento
could facilitate their memento storytelling and recording.
They enjoyed telling the memories. The field study helped
them to revisit and rediscover their mementoes, some of
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which were they almost forgot: “It is so good to see these
photos again. I almost forgot them. I think the device is really
great, because I can put all my stories and emotions into it.
—P6, F” They showed interests, especially the direct record-
ing function. Compared with handwriting, they felt audio re-
cording lowered cost of narrative, given that they felt difficul-
ty in writing as they aged: “I wanted to write my stories down,
but always don’t feel motivated to that. My eyesight declines.
The recording is really helpful.—P4, M”. One unexpected

finding was that they appreciated the flash disk as a tangible
carrier to preserve their memories. Feedback regarding usabil-
ity was overall emotionally satisfying. The metaphor of slots-
machine and vintage style with decorative effect were under-
stood and accepted. In short, they thought the prototype was
simple-functional and easy to understand, the lever was easy
to hold and brought interest when using: “The slots-machine-
like operation raises me a sense of expecting and curiosity for
the unknown photos. It is interesting.” Some argued that when

Fig. 5 Older participants’ mementoes
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using the prototype, they felt as if they were telling to
strangers, and they felt at ease: “I feel like a broadcaster, and
I’m telling strangers about my life journey.” They also would
like to share their stories with strangers on an anonymous
basis. Another motivation for recording the stories was their
responsibility of carrying on family history.

Regarding the young participants, overall, although our
project increased their burden on capturing mementoes, they
showed interests and enthusiasm in their parents’ photos.
They expressed willingness to preserve them, despite captur-
ing the large quantity of photos were time-consuming: “The
concept of recording stories is meaningful, and it helps to
build a connection between the memento and its story coun-
terpart. The recordings are kept easily.” They thanked us for
giving them a chance and reminder to pay more attention to
parents’ stories. Specifically, first, they learned new things
about parents from the audios. Although most young partici-
pants knew the existence of the mementoes, they knew little
about the stories behind them: “I didn’t know that pipe was
frommy grandfather, until grandmother told me in the audio.”
For those who already knew origins of the mementoes, they
understood them from a different perspective: “I know some
photos, but now she tells the memories totally from her view.”
They also felt the audios contained emotions and familiarities
to them, which could convey more information than text, such
as emotions, personalities, and feelings. Listening seemed to
be more natural. The background sound in the audios also

made the young imagine the scene that their parents/
grandparents told stories: “I even hear the meow of her cat.
So kind.” Therefore, they appreciated the idea of preserving
voices because it contributed to the multi-media story: “I ever
made a short video consisting of photos to honor my father. I
added BGM, but I don’t have his real voices.” Second, the
field study made them aware of the importance of preserving
older adults’ mementoes and stories, which was currently
overlooked. At present, the young did not have many chances
to sit together with older adults to specifically listen to their
stories: “Occasionally my mother talked about her past stuff,
and this device makes me aware of the importance of preserv-
ing them. Otherwise, these memories will disappear forever.”
Further, they felt the recordings were a treasure to pass on to
the next generation: “It is nice to preserve my mother’s stuff,
so that I can tell and play them to my children. The audios are
a priceless present.”

4.3.2 Their children’s preferences and attitudes towards
the stories

The young’s preferences for memento stories were varied, and
they had different interests. For example, somewere interested in
the old photos of family members, which could raise share ex-
periences with the older adults, and exchange feelings: “The
photos are about us. The photos are about us. Talking about the
past together with parents is better than seeing photos alone.”

Fig. 7 Types of the mementoes and the absolute number

Fig. 6 Post-study interview with the older adults
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Some were interested in the grandparents’ souvenirs: “I never
saw my grandfather. I am interested in stories about him.”

The young participants frankly mentioned that not all the
stories aroused their interests. They had different reactions to dif-
ferent themes. Somewere appealing to them,while for thosewere
boring and uninteresting for them, they chose to fast forward, or
even skip. Also, the large number of audios and photos increase
the cost for organization and curation, and made it hard for sub-
sequent retrieval. Even so, their attitudes towards preserving were
conservative, and they preferred to keep them all. The first

motivation was they preserved for the future, and even for the
next generation. They realized the importance of preserving them
after the field study: “Once mymother passes away, my daughter
will never have a chance to listen to their grandmother telling
stories.” The second motivation was “just in case”. That is, once
the content becomes digital, they tend to be conservative in build-
ing up extensive collections of materials, as previous literature
mentioned: they find it hard to deletematerials and defer decisions
about keeping the information until they see how and when that
information will be used [48].

Fig. 9 Labov’s model of narrative (left), and the four structural types in our case (right)

Fig. 8 The older participants’
usage frequency of prototype
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4.3.3 Comments for improvements

Both the senior and young participants provided valuable com-
ments for improvements. First, the older adults suggested the
prototype should be able to keep running, instead of manual
power on/off each time, which was inconvenient. Second, by
default, it should display the photos as a slideshow when in
standbymode, so as to attract their attention, and encourage them
to use. Third, adding story playing function, as they hoped to
show and play the stories to others. Other suggestions included
enlarging the display screen and playing videos, since they also
had some family videos. While according to the young, as ex-
pected, they mentioned the flash disk transfer was not conve-
nient, and wireless networks should be adopted (Fig. 6).

5 Analysis of mementoes and stories

5.1 Analysis of mementoes

Categorization of mementoes in our study There are different
methods for categorizing mementoes in existing research. The
coding scheme constructed by Csikszentmihalyi et al. was
developed by analyzing and coding 1694 special objects from
over 300 participants from 82 families [49]. However, since it
covers a range of everyday objects, such as animals, plants,
vehicles, clothes, furniture, etc., it is too over-generalized to
apply in our study. While David Kirk et al.’s study divides
family mementoes into physical, digital, and hybrid, among
which the hybrid objects are physical instantiations of digital
content such as cassette tapes, CDs, and vinyl records [18].

However, in our study, almost all the mementoes were in
physical formats. Therefore, this categorization is not precise
enough for our study either. Physical mementoes need to be
further sub-classified.

In our field study, as photos were the most mementoes that
older adults kept, photos were classified as one particular cat-
egory. Ultimately, we classify their mementoes into three main
categories: object, paper document, and photo, and 25 sub-
categories (Fig. 7). The object is divided into seven sub-
categories depending on their source (Gift from friends,
inherited from parents, Traveling souvenir, Bought, Self-
made, Children’s toy, and Other). Photo is divided into
Family member, Marriage, Friends, Festival, Object,
Scenery, Graduation, Interesting moment, Animal, Plant, and
Other, depending on their themes. Paper document is divided
into postcard/letter, Inscription, Map, Flyer, Booklet, and
Other, depending on their forms.

The proportion of mementoes >Totally 283 mementoes were
collected (Fig. 7). The average number of captured photos
(after removing repeated ones, since one memento might cor-
respond to multiple photos) was 35.4. For clarity, we present
this section in the form of “proportion of one memento”
(quantitative data) + “reason of telling it” (qualitative data
from the interview). Photowas the most popular type account-
ing for 46.3%, among which “Family member” was the most,
and it was consistent with the interview that they mostly pre-
ferred to talk about photos of family members and old friends,
as well as when they were young. Reasons were twofold:
First, moods of nostalgia prevailed among them, and old
photos were effective memory triggers for reminiscence of

Table 2 Four structural types of
their memento stories and the
corresponding motivations

Story structural type The deep motivation for keeping mementoes
Describing and commenting on the giver Symbol a relationship with someone else
Describing memento itself Of high knowledge values: transmitting skills, historical and

geographic knowledge, and so forth
Of high narrative features Documenting life, including wedding, graduation, interesting

life moment, and so forth
The story without concrete plots Special purposes: certificates (pride), family inheritance, family

photos (honor), souvenirs (decoration), and so forth

Fig. 10 Process of
intergenerational memento story
sharing and preservation
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their youth: “The earliest memories were blurred, you cannot
recall without the photos. With photos, you could recall mem-
ories a long time ago, even the details.”—P8 “When I look
through the albums, I see my son grows from a little kid to an
adult, I feel time flies.” —P5, F. Second, some of their friends
and family members had passed away, and browsing photos
was a method to recall and honor them: “Some people on the
photos were no longer alive. Whenever I see them, I could go
back to that time.” —P5, F. Followed by “Marriage,” which
belongs to major life events. Next were friends, festival, etc.
33.2% were Object, among which the most was “Gift from
friends,” which could remind them of the relationship with
friends. Followed by “Inherited from parents,” which were
normally very precious artifacts. They were unique to them,
not only because of the value of memento themselves, but also
because of the relationships they represent. Next was
“Traveling souvenir”, which were of esthetic values. For this
type of mementoes, they could only remember where and
when they bought, but forgot the reasons and situations:
“Maybe I had lots of reasons of buying them, but now I almost
forgot, they are now just for decoration.” They seemingly had
no much interests in telling them, despite the large quantity
number of souvenirs. The reason, one older participant ex-
plained: “I want to tell my stories, those (the travelling souve-

nirs) are other’s stories.” The remaining 20.5% were Paper
document, among which “Postcards/letters” were the most.
These types of mementoes also represented relationships with
the senders. Followed by “Certificates,” including graduation
and qualification certificates, of which were they were proud.

The older adults’ usage frequency We could not extract too
much useful information from their usage frequency. As shown
in Fig. 8, except participant 4, who used it evenly every day, the
rest had a novel effect during using. There were two peaks for
most participants. The first peak appearedwhen they just received
the prototype, and the second peak appeared when their children
visited them.

5.2 Analysis of stories behind mementoes

In this section, stories were analyzed from two dimensions:
structural analysis, emphasizing on the way stories are told,
and interactional analysis, emphasizing on the dialogic pro-
cess between teller and listener. Transcription was based on
Robert Miller’s transcription guideline [50], and we also
made small edits in part of the audios for clarity. Length of
the audios varied between 29 and 270 words after
transcription.

Table 4 Strategies of designing
tangible displays for their
intergenerational memento
storytelling

Overall Intergenerational memento storytelling could be broken into four processes: trigger, telling, sharing,
and curating

Trigger
process

Make the digital counterparts as effective complements to the physical mementoes
Integrating digital mementoes into their daily life through a tangible display
Facilitate revisiting to the memento photos through a random photo display
Improving the immediacy through integrated audio recording

Telling
process

Adopting audio as storagemedium could reach the balance between retaining information and leaving
room for imagination

Enhance integrality of stories by providing “Five Ws”
Sharing

process
Coordinate the interests of different generations to avoid aimless memento capture
The intergenerational memento story sharing should be initiated by the young
The young could be the memory trigger provider, acting as “filter” of mementoes

Curating
process

The young act as the organizer of digital collections
Three directions of curation retrieval digital content in future are concluded

Other Using separately makes stories complete, and it act as a topic generator when using face-to-face

Table 3 Characteristics of their
intergenerational memento
storytelling

Mementoes Unlike the young non-selectively keep every digital artifact into storage, older adults’mementoes were
of limited quantity and carefully organized, and treasured by them

Older adults had desires of preserving mementoes. Because they hoped to be remembered, or the
responsibility of carrying on family history

Older adults’mementoes could be classified as three categories: object, paper document, and photo (in
descending order)

Memento
stories

Older adults’ memento stories could be summarized as four structural types, with different narrative
patterns, and corresponds to four motivations for keeping them

The young The young’s attitudes towards older adults’ mementoes and stories were conservative
Problems Their mementoes could not fully support their daily reminiscence and storytelling, and four reasons are

concluded
The older adults had concern their stories were not appealing to others
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5.2.1 Structural analysis

The basis for adopting structural analysis is that narratives are
structured, which have plots with both temporal and spatial fea-
tures [51], and the structure of stories is more stable than the
content of stories [26].We applied Labov’smodel [53] to conduct
structural analysis, and the first reason is in our case, stories were
related to the storyteller and were told in an informal manner, i.e.,
they are “natural narratives” [54]. While Labov’s model is appli-
cable to “natural narrative” as its origins are situated in the every-
day practices of real speakers [55]. Second, most stories collected
in our study were single narratives, while Labov’s model is based
entirely on a single person—the narrator, without considering the
audience [54]. According to Labov’s model, narratives have for-
mal properties, and each has a function. A “fully formed” narra-
tive includes six common elements: Abstract, Orientation,
Complicating action, Resolution, Evaluation, and Coda [53]
(Fig. 9, left). In our structural analysis, four structure types of
stories emerged.

5.2.2 Four structural types of stories in our study

1. The story describing and commenting on the giver.
Stories of mementoes received from others (gift, heir-
loom, postcards, etc.) usually are of this type.
Specifically, memento acts as “Abstract,”which is a short
description of the memento, such as what it is, what it is
for, and where it is from. Since the mementoes are from
someone else, the rest of the story turns to describe the
giver: such as who the giver is, stories that happened
between older adults and the giver. Some stories end di-
rectly after the description of the giver, while some end up
with “Evaluation” and “Coda,” which are opinions on the
giver, or storyteller’s feelings.

2. The story describing the memento itself. This type of artifact
includes items that were hand made by the story-tellers,
scenic or landscape photos and historical keepsakes. This
type is of high descriptive features, rather than narrative.
Specifically, the story starts with the memento’s background
information (name, origin, location, etc.), acting as Abstract.
Followed by a detailed description of thememento’s content,
or the making tutorial (self-made artifact), acting as
“Orientation,” “Complicating Actions,” and “Resolution.”
Some end up with reasons for keeping, acting as
“Evaluation” and “Coda.” This type is of knowledge values.
Examples include Appendix Table 6F and Table 7D.

3. The story of high narrative features. Stories triggered by
photos of festivals, major life events, and impressive mo-
ments are of this type. Specifically, memento also acts as
“Abstract,” which is a description of the event. Next are
details, including identification of the time, place, persons,

events, and the final result, acting as “Orientation,”
“Complicating Actions.” Finally are comments, feelings, or
new reflections, acting as “Evaluation” and “Coda.” One
thing to note is photos of interesting moments, which were
captured unexpectedly, but they would like to share actively
(Appendix Table 8G). Two features of this type are (1)
photos usually are series, and stories are continuous; (2)
older adults were easily immersed in the recalling, and we
could feel their happiness and excitements through their
voices. Examples include Appendix Table 8B–H.

4. The story without concrete plots. This type is nontypical
and without concrete stories. Certificates, family photos,
and traveling souvenirs usually are of this type.
Specifically, audios start with a description of the memen-
to, acting as Abstract. However, what follows is not as
detailed as the above three types, and finally is the reason
or motivation of keeping them, which are highlighted in
this type, acting as Evaluation and Coda. Example stories
include Appendix Table 6E, Table 7A, and Table 8A.

5.2.3 Summary

Different types of mementoes unlock different memories.
Four structural types emerged, which correspond to four deep
motivations for keeping the mementoes of the older adults: (1)
symbol a relationship with someone else; (2) memento them-
selves are of high knowledge values (transmitting skills, his-
torical and geographic knowledge, etc.); (3) documenting life,
including wedding, graduation, etc.; (4) for special purposes.
Such as certificates (his/ her pride), family photos (for honor-
ing), (artifact) family inheritance, and traveling souvenirs (for
decoration). Unlike subjective explanations in the interview,
these findings were excavated from an objective perspective.
Another finding was that compared with objects, stories
evoked by photos were more direct and specific. Photos could
document moments with more vivid details, while stories
evoked by objects were more indirect and implicit, despite
the historical and esthetic value they hold.

5.2.4 Interactional analysis

The interactional analysis emphasizes the dialogic process be-
tween teller and listener [4]. Labov’s model’s limitation is the
basis of monologic narratives. Therefore, interactional analy-
sis is necessary. In our field study, social interaction behaviors
occurred in two situations: the young contacted the older
adults after listening to the stories, and they used prototype
face-to-face. For the former, the storytelling and listening were
not simultaneous: the young contacted the older adult after
listening to stories either because they wanted to know more
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details of stories, or they expressed their viewpoints on the
stories. While for the latter, audios collected included conver-
sations between them. Either way, intergenerational commu-
nications were raised.

Two examples of sharing objects and photos individually
are shown in Appendix Table 9 and Table 10. Memento is the
starting point of a conversation, and the prototype acts as a
conversation topic generator. Storytelling is a process of co-
construction, where teller and listener create meaning collab-
oratively. Two features of sharing mementoes face-to-face
could be formulated. First, storytelling gradually turned into
a conversation pattern, and the stories were short and
fragmented. The listener influenced the storyteller in serval
ways: by acting as co-tellers (as in Appendix Table 10, the
storyteller and listener co-reminisced), by putting forward
trigger questions (in Appendix Table 9, the listener wanted
to know more details), and by evaluations (the listener
expressed his/her opinion on the stories). Second, since the
listener provides instant feedback, the conversations are natu-
ral to be irrelevant to the mementoes themselves. The feed-
back acts as a newmemory clue to trigger the storyteller to tell
new stories. Take Appendix Table 10 as an example: the co-
present photo sharing facilitated the older adult and young
adult to relate their memories to each other, leading to a col-
lective remembering, which is a highly communicative
process.

6 Discussion

This section is a discussion of the two research questions:
Sect. 6.1 reveals the characteristics of older adults’ memento
sharing, and the problems they encountered. Section 6.2 pro-
poses corresponding strategies derived from the field study.

6.1 Characteristics of intergenerational memento
storytelling for older adults

Early studies have concluded the younger generations’ habits
of curating and sharing digital mementoes, who embrace the
digital world. We conclude the following characteristics of
older adults’ memento storytelling, revealing the differences
between the young generation.

Their mementoes were of limited quantity, carefully organized,
and strongly treasured, as they had the desire to preserve them.
Previous research shows that people tend to nonselectively
keep everything when putting digital artifacts into storage
[19], and unlimited storage leads people to regard it as a space
needing no active management. However, mementoes of
older adults in the nursing home were of limited quantity, as
their mementoes had been selected, screened, and resettled.

Most of them moved home multiple times, and most memen-
toes were discarded, except the lightweight or precious ones.
The limited living space also motivated them to manage me-
mentoes to avoid an unchecked accumulation. Unlike digital
mementoes were archived on the computer in disorganized
collections of virtual folders [56], older participants carefully
organized their mementoes.Maybe one reason is that prints go
through a tougher selection than digital ones, while the young
do not need to make a strict selection with digital photos [31].
Moreover, we could infer that older adults strongly cherished
mementoes from the following detail: adding notes, theme
tags, and even objects related to the photos. In this sense, they
saw the albums as not just collections of photos, but carriers of
their memories. With this in mind, it is understandable why
they had the desire of preserving them, and their current pre-
serving methods included: recording DVD, made memoirs,
scanning photos, etc.

Older adults’ memento stories could be generalized into
four structural types, with different narrative patterns, reveal-
ing their motivations for keeping mementoes. The quantity of
stories collected in our field study was somewhat large.
Through the structural analysis, these stories were generalized
into four narrative patterns, corresponding to four motivations
for keeping mementoes (Table 2).

Currently, the mementoes could not fully support their rem-
iniscence and storytelling in their daily lives. Reasons are as
follows: (1) The majority of mementoes were stored and out
of their eyesight, which was seldom re-accessed and was grad-
ually forgotten. (2)Mementoes for displaying were so familiar
that they often did not realize the presence of the mementoes.
(3) They rarely shared mementoes deliberately in daily lives,
nor did their children ask. Reasons were geographical distance
and limited visiting duration. (4) Some tried to write the
stories, but it was time-consuming, and they felt difficulty in
writing as they age.

6.2 Strategies of designing a tangible display
for intergenerational memento storytelling for older
adults

6.2.1 The process of intergenerational memento story sharing

The process of intergenerational memento story sharing could
be concluded (Fig. 10). The older adults act as memento sto-
rytellers, due to their abundant knowledge of family memen-
toes. Their children are listeners, and the memento photos act
as memory cues. It could be broken into four steps: Trigger
Process (older adults’ recalling), Telling Process (older adults’
memento storytelling), Sharing Process (memento and story
sharing), and the upcoming Curating Process (the curation of
digital collections).
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6.2.2 Design for older adults’ memento reminiscence (trigger
process)

Make the digital counterparts as effective complements to
the physical mementoes Physical and digital mementoes
have different characteristics. Features of physical me-
mentoes lie in its materialities enabling interactions for
people’s reminiscing. The uniqueness and rarity make it
more cherishable. Digital memento could be easily copied
and shared, but it is hard to support daily reminiscence
due to lack of being present in the everyday environment.
They are captured and stored but not reviewed [37].
Therefore, digital counterparts could not replace physical
mementoes’ richness of physicality and uniqueness.
Physicality and digitality are irreplaceable to each other.
To exert their respective advantages, we need to make the
digital counterparts as an effective complement to com-
bine their individual advantages. Therefore, a digitaliza-
tion process of physical mementoes is needed, which also
contributes to memento preservation. In our case, this
process is achieved by the young generation.

Integrating digital mementoes into their daily life through a
tangible display To make them more be part of the everyday
environment, instead of storing them in hidden places, we
designed the prototype, based on the premise of physical
memento digitalization, with the help of their children.
Moreover, since the simple digital display could not provide
users with material affordances and interactivity, we tried to
create display merging the interactivity of physical objects
with digital objects, aiming to make digital content more
accessible and interactive for the older adults. Specifically,
the handle of the prototype aims to lend tangibility to the
digital content to allow for more natural interactions.
Although the mementoes are digitalized, the device itself
is physical, to a certain extent. Our prototype combined
the advantages of both the physicality and digitality to some
extent. As mentioned by the participants, one of the merit
they liked most was its tangibility. First, the prototype was
positioned on the desk, occupying space, and acted as an
external physical reminder adding to the older adults’ daily
landscape. The tangibility could produce deeper engage-
ment than digital materials. Second, one unexpected finding
in our field study was that older adults appreciated the flash
disk as a tangible carrier to preserve their memories. Its
physicality was better in accordance with their cognition
of storing. The tangibility seemingly brought them a sense
of familiarity and “sureness.”

Facilitate revisiting to the memento photos through
slideshow when not in use Although literature points out
that physical objects are much more embedded in the

everyday landscape and trigger memories by merely being
seen [22], our pre-study interview indicates the simple
physicality is not enough. The mementoes in home envi-
ronment were so familiar that they often did not realize
their presence. Therefore, although the prototype itself
should be unobtrusive when putting at home, the photos
for displaying should be dynamic when in standby mode,
to attract the older adults’ attention and encourage them to
use. As suggested by the older participants, memento
photos could be displayed randomly like a slideshow, act-
ing as involuntary memory cues, to achieve long-term,
sustained use.

6.2.3 Design for the older adults’ memento storytelling
(telling process)

Making the digital mementoes materially present in their
home only supports revisiting their persona content. To
facilitate memento storytelling, we need to lower the cost
of the storytelling further. Specifically, three consider-
ations are derived.

Improving the immediacy through integrated audio record-
ing Similar to the situations of young’s storytelling, which
is hampered by the lack of immediacy (switch the com-
puter on, navigate the files, and start pc application) [37].
Our interview indicates that although some older adults
had the desire of writing stories, they were hindered by
the heavy load of writing. Direct speaking is more natural
than handwriting. Moreover, the strategy of “integrated
capture” is adopted in our prototype, where interaction
with objects that are a natural part of the activity initiates
capture of that moment [44]. To be specific, the stories
told by the older adults are recorded by a simple press
operation, offering a “seamless connection” between
viewing memento photos and storytelling. The behaviour
of recording audio is also less likely to intrude and disrupt
the moment than other forms of capture.

Adopting audio as the storage medium could reach the bal-
ance between retaining information and leaving room for
imagination In our context, audio is the optimum story
form between text, audio, and video. Reasons are twofold,
first, compared with text, audio contains emotions, per-
sonalities, and feelings, conveying more information than
text alone. The audio could evoke a deeper reminiscence
and emotional response, since the sound draws the listener
more into the recorded moment [44]. Second, audio
shows advantages over video. Psychologically speaking,
the video is a hot medium containing a higher density of
information, requiring the viewer to do less interpretive
work to understand [57]. Video is too real to allow room
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for thinking and talking about the past with others [20].
According to the young participants, viewing the memen-
toes while listening to the audios gave them space for
imagination and reminiscence. Although the previous
study has reported that sounds are ideal materials to en-
rich digital photography [58], the ambient sound was em-
phasized by the young participants, in our field study. The
sound made the young imagine the scenarios of the sto-
ryteller’s storytelling by rendering the atmosphere and en-
hancing familiarity.

Enhance integrality of stories by providing “Five Ws” In our
field study, the length of audio recordings varied (between
29 and 270 words after transcription). Although memento
photos were effective memory triggers to facilitate their
recall, some stories they told were not detailed enough.
Therefore, to make the stories more detailed and with
more plots, another form of memory trigger—“Five Ws”
questions could be adopted. “Five Ws” constitutes a for-
mula for getting the complete story on a subject [59].
According to its principle, a narrative could be considered
complete if it answers these questions starting with the
following interrogative sentences: Who was involved?
What happened? Where did it take place? When did it
take place? Why did that happen? And How did it
happen? [59]. One thing to note is since the “Five Ws”
is typically applied in writing and problem solving, the
validity of using in storytelling needs to be verified.
Furthermore, adding formula to the storytelling process
might influence their natural structure and be perceived
as a load rather than an enjoyable talking. Therefore, the
“Five Ws” in our case is complementary rather than forc-
ing. Older adults could use them as prompt if necessary.

Using it separately makes stories complete and eliminate the
interplay between interviewer and interviewees; using it face-
to-face is a conversation topic generator Previous research
has revealed two critical functions of mementoes: stimu-
lating conversations with others, and symbols of the past
to trigger memories [49] [1]. Using the prototype face-to-
face and separately plays these two functions, respective-
ly. When using face-to-face, the prototype is a “conversa-
tion topic generator.” It is a natural chat, and the story-
telling serves for conversations: the young act as the lis-
tener and provides instant feedback. The storyteller must
monitor the reaction of the audience, and ensure them
stays engaged by appealing to their attention. Therefore,
the audiorecordings are conversations full of fragmented
stories. While using separately is asynchronous.
Storytellers could completely immerse their minds in
recalling, and more profound reflections emerged. As
such, the stories are complete.

6.2.4 Design for the older adults’ memento story sharing
(sharing process)

Coordinate the interests of two generations to avoid aimless
memento capture First, the intergenerational memento sto-
ry sharing should be better initiated by the young, consid-
ering that the older adults had the concern that their
stories were not appealing to others. Specifically, we
found that although most young participants showed in-
terest in family mementoes, the older adults were filled
with ambivalence. For one thing, they would like to tell
stories to their children, either because they hoped to be
remembered, or because they felt the responsibility of
carrying on family history. For another, they worried their
children were not interested in their stories. They did not
want to bother their children, nor did they want to force
them to listen. Therefore, there actually exists a gap be-
tween the two generations regarding memento story shar-
ing, which needs to be bridged. Second, we need to co-
ordinate the two generations’ interests. As mentioned in
the post-study interview, the young generation were not
interested in all the stories told by their parents. In order
to avoid blind and aimless mementoes capture, not only
the older adults could choose what mementoes to share,
but also the young could choose what mementoes to
digitalize.

The listener could not only be the audience but also be the
memory trigger provider The roles of the story listeners
(the young) are highlighted in our study. Although the
literature indicates the importance of listeners’ roles,
pointing that story sharing is a collaboration process re-
quiring the participation of both storyteller and story lis-
tener, and it makes sense only when both old and young
generations participate and engage in [9, 52]. Our re-
search further points that the story listener could not only
be the audience but also be the memory trigger provider
(mementoes in our case), acting as “filter” and “selector”
of mementoes. The overall memento story sharing is
achieved in a generation cooperation manner, and during
which process, the older adults gain a sense of satisfaction
and fulfillment, while their children understand the family
better.

6.2.5 Upcoming problem: curation of the digital content
(curating process)

The transition of the memento curators after the physical
mementoes become digital The responsibility of organizing
the family’s mementoes is taken on by a family’s primary
organizer, who also has a great deal of knowledge of what
photos are available within the family’s collection [60].
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Generally speaking, older adults were the family’s prima-
ry capturer and organizers, who had the most knowledge
of what photos had been captured, and what mementoes
had been collected [60]. However, after the mementoes
are digitalized, together with the audios, they are orga-
nized by the young. In this sense, the young act as the
curator/ primary photo organizer of digital counterparts
(digital photo and audio). Roles of the young adds another
layer: the curator of the digital collections.

Three directions of curation retrieval digital content in the
future The accumulation of digital content will inevitably
bring overwhelming experiences, putting pressure on the
organization, and managing the digital collections.
Although most young participants state they would make
good use of the digital content and treasure them, current-
ly, they are in a state of overload due to a lack of curation
of digital content [38]. Collecting serves little purpose
without retrieval. Therefore, curation and easy retrieval
are two critical issues. Based on the feedback and litera-
ture, three directions could be derived:

First, facilitate curation through metadata. Curating
digital content with the aid of metadata is not new.
Digital collections contain metadata (information about
the time, location, duration, and so forth), which could
be clustered according to parameters in the metadata
[61]. Despite that not all the metadata are available in
our case, the metadata could reduce the burdens of man-
agement and maintenance to support access and retrieval
of digital media. An accompanying system that aiding
organize the digital collections could be further developed
in the future.

Second, digital collections in our study are raw mate-
rials for digital storytelling. Digital storytelling is the pro-
cess of creating a narrative, with a combination of text,
s t i l l photographs , audio , and animat ions [62] .
Traditionally speaking, methods of storytelling collection
are realized through the interview, and visual images and
interview data produce multimodal outputs [63].
Apparently, Slots-Memento contributes to memento story
acquisition since it is a memento story collector in a
sense. The digital collections could be developed into a
multimedia album, or transcribed into text to make a bi-
ography, and so forth.

Third, facilitate retrieval by building links between
physical mementoes and related audios. Prior research
suggests that people like to augment their mementoes
with spoken stories, and physical mementoes are logical
access points to the digital collection [31]. Therefore, to
make easy accessing to digital collections, building links
between physical mementoes and related audios could be
one option, as discussed in Sect. 2.2.

7 Conclusion

7.1 Answering the research questions

Given the above discussion, we provide the takeaway
(Tables 3 and 4) to answer the two research questions.

7.2 Challenge, limitation, and future work

In this study, the first challenge is the recruitment of partic-
ipants (older adults in the nursing home and their children)
that own a certain number of mementoes and are willing to
share them for research purpose. Second, this study is hard
to be investigated in a lab setting. It is because mementoes
studies should go beyond controlled studies since their pri-
mary purposes—reminiscing, self-reflection, and sharing of
personal experiences—are strongly dependent on subjec-
tive perceptions and experiences [1]. The field study puts
forward high requirements for the stable running of the
prototype.

As for the limitations, regarding the prototype itself, one
limitation is that it is an asynchronous communication plat-
form when using separately. As indicated by the participants,
the flash disk transfer was not convenient. Therefore, wireless
transmission should be adopted in the next iteration.
Moreover, it is known from the lifelogging literature that
wearable devices with activation/deactivation buttons are usu-
ally forgotten and end up capturing sensitive material acciden-
tally. Therefore, the participants in our study might forget
recording, especially when using face-to-face. In the future,
we could consider applying the acoustic sensor in our proto-
type: once it detects storyteller’s speaking, it records automat-
ically. Regarding our field study, the design intervention was
relatively short term, leading to limited mementoes and
stories. As pointed by the participants, organizing, digitaliz-
ing, and storytelling of mementoes was a long-term job. The
limit usage time is also a threat to validity due to the novelty
factor of introducing Slots-Memento for just a week, and a
longer deployment duration is necessary. Additionally, our
study focused more on the story procurers—older adults’ side,
while the young were passive participants.

As for future work, first, particular types of stories
(stories related to the same type of memento, for example,
postcards) could be compared and explored. Second, the
prototype needs to be refined based on feedback from the
participants. Third, as discussed, the accumulation of audios
is overwhelming over time, we need to optimize the process
of the young that provide feedback to older adults after they
are listening to the stories. A cellphone application could be
developed for them, together with the prototype, making
them a complete system.
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Appendix

Table 5 Brief description of the participants (SP = older participant, YP = young participant, F = female, M =male)

Group 1. SP (F, 81), used to be a nurse. She lives alone in a nursing home. She could not operate a computer or digital device. She is good at handicraft,
and still makes handmade dolls. She has serval albums. The albums are carefully organized. Sometimes she looks through them. She had a son and a
daughter (YP), her daughter lives about 110 km apart from her, while her son lives abroad. YP (F, 52) usually visited her once or twice a month.

Group 2. SP (M, 75), widowed, lives alone in a nursing home, he still works in an organization part-time, sometimes gives a speech, and studies cooking.
He could not operate a computer or digital device. Children visit him once a week. He has a daughter and a son, and four grandchildren. His photos
were mostly related to family members. His daughter (YP) works in a disabled rehabilitation center, where the same city with him. YP (F, 47) usually
visits him weekly.

Group 3. SP (M, 79), lives with his partner, used to work in a gym, and now is a part-time barber. Albums are in the basement. He does not spend much
time on organizing albums, but prefers collecting artifacts. He has a daughter (YP) and a son. Her daughter lives around 20 km apart from him, in the
same city. YP (F, 54) visits him once a week, and often takes her parents back home.

Group 4. SP (M, 73), lives with partner, used to be an engineer. He has an iPad and uses it to browse news and watch videos. He used to travel every year
and havemany albums of traveling, and he also likes collecting souvenirs, as well as organizing them. He has two daughters and one son (YP). His son
lives about 80 km apart from him, and usually visits him once a week. They connect via telephone, and WhatsApp.

Group 5. SP (F, 78), divorced, lives alone in a nursing home, used to be a teacher, she has lots of photos and videos of her students. She still actively
participates social activities, therefore also has lots of photos of activity. She has two daughters and one son, and one daughter (YP), the other two live
abroad. YP (F, 49) lives about 90 km apart from her, and visited her once or twice a month.

Group 6. SP (M, 79), divorced, lives alone in a nursing home. He is an immigrant and used to work in a restaurant. He could not operate a computer or
digital device. He does not spend much time on organizing those photos, nor does he have many chances to talk about that. His youngest son works in
government organization, and lives about 40 km apart from him. YP (M, 46) usually visits him twice a month.

Group 7. SP (M, 81), widowed, lives alone in a nursing home. He could not operate a computer or digital device. He is an immigrant, and used to be a
crewmember in ships. He went to many countries when he was young. He writes a brief autobiography. He has four children, who visit him regularly.
Children live in different cities. YP (F, 47) is his youngest child, who leaves about 50 km from him.

Group 8. SP (F, 87), widowed, lives alone in a nursing home. She could not operate a computer or digital device. She moved home multiple times, and
most of her mementoes were lost. She has three albums. She has three children, all of them visit her regularly. YP (M, 54) leaves in the same city, and
visits her once a week.
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Table 6 Example objects and the stories behind them

(A) Artefact from friends

That’s a wooden artwork, and I took it from Africa, a local friend gave it to me. I have lived nearly 15 years in South 
Africa, a city 30 miles from Johannesburg. People there made money by selling this. So, they could have more food. I 
was then working in a shop. The guy came to my shop, and he said: “You are a Dutch?  I said, yes, I am from the 
Netherlands, and he said: I used to study there, in Netherland. You are nice to our native. Some people lived here 
before. They just made money from the farm, and they didn’t like the natives so much. But you are different.” After-

wards we became friends. —P1, F

(B) Artefact inherited from family member

The fish is from Indonesia, Java. My oldest brother, he served in the army in Indonesia, and he went for some fights, after 
WWII. And he brought it back. He died very young. It was in August, he was 22, and I was 16, at that time, it was my birthday. 
And I was going to school. It was 10 o’clock in the morning, the weather was same as now. My teacher said: “You have to go 
back home. Is somebody sick?” I said: “I don’t know.” Actually, she already knew my brother was dead. He was killed in the 
war. I was so sad, so in the beginning, I didn’t celebrate my birthday. I really miss my brother.—P3, M

(C) Pipe inherited from father

This is an old bark pipe, for smoking, from my father. In early days, the fabrics. They smoke, they put the fabric in it. This 
is from my father, very old. Uh hum, but he didn’t’ t smoke, he just bought it, and never used it, so it is totally new. —
P10, F

(D) Souvenir from travelling

This one is interesting, and it was once I went to Brazil, and found nothing to buy, then I found this, it was. Uh hum. The Amazon 
river piranha, it was special”. – P7, M

(E) Souvenir from travelling

Guests often ask these houses toys. These toys are, when I took a business class of KLM, they gave to me, and there should be 
more than 80 ones a row, but here there are only 30. But now, I am retired, and don’t take the business class anymore. – P4, M

(F) Self-made doll

This is my Easter chicken, three small chicken with rabbit’s hats. Everyone likes it. My daughter took it away, to school, in the office. 
Ha-Ha, she put it there. Her colleague said it was so nice. I made a lot, but I sold them. I sold 25 ones. I have made 25 ones. I enjoy 
making them. Now I am making a new one. I learned to make this from a book, but I think I make better than the book teaches, you see, 
its hands, I add hands to it. And its feet, I put bottle cap inside. I have lots of bottle caps. I never throw them away. ”—P1, F
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Table 7 Example paper documents and the stories behind them

(A) Certificate

This is related to my cooking. I got this a few years ago, I had this certificate because of food hygiene and law of cooking, and it 
is important to my cooking. I still study cooking, although I am old. I am still busy, and I am responsible for my life. I don’t want 
to sit down and doing nothing.”—P2, M

(B) Postcard

This is a postcard from India. You see the stamps, that’s from a guy. Uh hum. He was here, and he has left, he visited me for the haircut. Once he 
said he went to Texas, so he was called “the Texas boy”, Ha-Ha. And he said: before I leave, I visit you for a haircut, and you 
can do what you want. Ha-Ha. I said…then I was waiting, waiting, waiting, but he didn’t apparat. And that’s why he said: “sorry. 
I couldn’t make it.  –P3, M

(C) Painted by family member

This picture was painted by my daughter, my youngest daughter. She likes painting. Because I divorced, so photos are usually 
only three of us. She always wants to buy me a gift on festivals. I think that’s a waste of money, and I told her that I hoped she 
could draw a picture for me, so she drew this. She sketched 5 people, two daughters and their boyfriends, stand together. I am 
in the middle, the one with long hair is my eldest daughter, with short hair is the youngest daughter. She always likes painting. 
And I think this is a meaningful gift. You can feel she drawn it with her heart. I am always happy when I see this. —P5, F

(D) Painting from friend

It is XXX (Place name), and you can see the church in the city center, it is very old. 17th century. It is a reproduction, my friend 
got it. She was working in XXX (Company name), when she quit, she got this, but she didn’t have children, so she gave to me. 
Now it’s hanging here. Ha-ha. Now the church is there, and this buildings in the right hand are still there.  Building in the left 
hand was city hall before. Now it breaks down. There was a long street, where all the shops were.—P8,F
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Table 8 Example photos and the stories behind them

(A) Photo of family members

I stand here, the third from the right. It was in the war. November, the WWII in the Netherlands. This was my family, all my 
sisters and brothers because we had seven children. We left my parents. But my brother in the WWII, he was dead. He was 
killed, he was reading a newspaper, and there was a jeep, and he was sitting in front of the barrier, and the jeep was coming, 
the driver took the wrong button, he gave gas. My brother’s chest was broken.—P1, F

(B) Photo of activity

That was my 25th wedding anniversary. When we lived in the old house, at the bottom is my sister-in-law. That one in black was my 
sister. They came over that day, but I didn’t know they arrived. They told the whole family except me. I was crying, and I looked out-
side, My sister, from Austria. I didn’t know she would come. Everyone was dancing, dancing, my sister, was drinking the whole day. 
She got twins, but you could easily tell them. Uh hum, but she’s dead already.”—P2, M

(C) Photo of graduation ceremony

This was in my graduation ceremony, my parents attended. It seems this was not master ceremony, it was a bachelor ceremony. 
The last one was the master. At that time, the president of our university was the governor of the city. There was the other pres-
ident, for the administrative affairs. Oh, I remember, it was in 1974. Um, my father at that time were pretty young. Ha-ha. —
P3, M

(D) Photo of marrige

This is our marriage photos. ha-ha…it was 40 years ago. You can see fashion styles of that time was different. haha.at that 
time I’d like hairstyle was long, (ha-ha). We did not belong to this church, this hall was the main hall of that church, but I 
finished my primary school there, and in middle school, the same place, and now opening ceremony, the graduation cere-
mony was often in there. and my marriage ceremony was also here. —P7,M 

(E) Photo of scenery

It was in Austria, and I stood here, and I took the picture, I like it so much because everybody took pictures of people, but I don’t 
want people photographs, I want only the scenery. Yes, that was my photo. Yes, it’s perfect. I do like it so much, because in halfway, 
the XX (Place name), in this cave, you could rest here, and then went on up there. I didn’t like people, so I took it. Peter, my friend, 
he said: this place, I know, but never see a picture looked like this. They always take photos of people. I didn’t like people. Not so 
much. So they said: they know this place, but they never see a picture likes this. I don’t like the pictures they took. I like this.—P8,F

(F) Photo of scenery

This was the XX (Place name), we have been there, for all the nice water, we walked there a lot of places. It was perfect. It
was so beautiful there, we have walked all over there, to the small ways up, up air, and that was nice, we went there by bus, 
then we got down and walked there, and we were here. And then I looked back. Took this photo: All the people walking over 
there, so far away. Yes, I went there, I love it. Perfect.

(G) Photo of the interesting moment
The seagull, we found him on the street, when on holiday. We walked outside, and we found him. He couldn’t walk, 
couldn’t fly. He was very sick. I picked him up and took him home. I went to the shop and bought fish. I didn’t like fish, but 
I bought fish for him. I gave fish to him, but he couldn’t eat, so I cut fish into pieces, then he could eat, then I put him up-
stairs in my home, then he stranded on 2 feet. Oh, so nice, because he could walk. Then I put it outside, and it tried to fly. 
Up, up, up he went away. Then I went outside to say: Where are you. Then he turned around, and looked at me, and then 

went away. That was so nice when he could fly.”—P5, F  

(H) Photo of the interesting moment

Oh, yes, XX (Place name), we walked on a small way, oh, we lived in Italy then .um. We walked in a small way. And we walked 
to the bush, and on the road, there were cows, the male cows, one young, one old. I didn’t know. We walked to the bush. And we 
passed them. Then the cows followed us. All the time. All the time. But we didn’t like them much. But anyway, they followed us. 
And the old one looked at the young one.—P1,F
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Table 10 A snippet of a conversation between an older and young adult, when using the prototype to share a photo face-to-face. They both appeared in
the photo (Y = young, O= older adults)

Y You and my grandmother looked so young at that time.
O Yes.
Y My grandmother’s hair was still black then.
O Yes. You see the pink skirt I was wearing. It was made by myself. The white shoes, looked like straw sandals, that style was popular at that time. You were so

skinny.
Y Yes, except my head. Ha-ha. My head was always big. I was wearing a T-shirt, with a Mickey-mouse on it.
O Yes, a yellow one, with stripes.
Y You bought it for me? I do not remember.
O Um. I also forget, maybe your aunt bought it for you.

Table 9 A snippet of a conversation between an older adult and young adult. The older adult was using the prototype to share a photo of her glasses
(Y = young, O = older adults)

Y Whose are these sunglasses? I never see you wear them.
O These were your grandfather’s. He used to work in the eyeglass factory, when I married him.
Y Really? I never heard about that. So these glasses were made by my grandfather himself?
O Yes, he had many. Others were given to others, these were the only pair left. I kept this.
Y I never see you wear them, why do not you wear them?
O I wear reading glasses, and I do not wear these often. But this pair is good quality, it dropped many times, and they still work. um…Your grandpa had a lot, and

all were given to others. I kept this pair because I like this style.

Table 11 Pre-study semi-structured interview questions

Basic information
Age, gender, physical condition Familiarity with technology

Communication with family
Who, number, frequency, duration of contacting with family members
Way of keeping in touch (face-to- face, phone, Skype, etc.)

Current story sharing situation
Mementoes (like photographs, artifacts, everyday objects, etc.) they kept and the reasons
Situations, and causes of sharing memento stories
Who, when, how to share them (face-to-face, phone, Skype, etc.)
Topics, duration, and frequency of story sharing
Problems encountering during memento story sharing

Table 12 Post-study semi-structured interview questions

Interview questions with older adults
Validity
Would you like to use it?
Do you think it could facilitate sharing memento stories? Why?

Contents
Preference of questions: (photograph, artifact, paper document) Why?

Interaction
Do you understand the concept of the prototype?
Do you find it easy to use? What is the most difficult part?
Which part do you like/dislike most of the prototype? Why?
A. Idea of sharing memento stories with others
B. Memento pictures in the prototype
C. The handle
D. Others

Other
Would you like to use it face-to-face or separately?
Comments for improvements

Interview questions with their children
What’s your feeling after listening to the stories?
Did you contact your parents after listening to the stories?
Preference of stories: A. photograph, B. object, C. paper document, D. others
Comments for improvements
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